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driver reviver is a free program which can help you if your pc will not update automatically. its easy to use and can help you automatically update drivers for your pc. if there are any updates available, the
program will inform you. you just have to select the right drivers for your computer. software and system utilities to do what you need. drivers are software that allow the computer to recognize and be

controlled by various hardware, often including printers, modems, and hard drives. intel may make changes to manufacturing life cycle, specifications, and product descriptions at any time, without notice.
the information herein is provided as-is and intel does not make any representations or warranties whatsoever regarding accuracy of the information, nor on the product features, availability, functionality,
or compatibility of the products listed. please contact system vendor for more information on specific products or systems. the bdr-xs06 also has unique features such as powerread, auto quiet mode, and
pureread2+. powerread can provide smoother movie playback when a disc has fingerprints or minor surface scratches. auto quiet mode intelligently adjusts the disc rotation speed to reduce noise (useful

while watching movies or listening to music), and pureread2+ automatically adjusts the drive parameters to minimize sound glitches during music playback. auto quiet mode and pureread can be
configured as well as enabled and disabled with the pioneer bdr-xs06 drive utility. the utility is available for download here. go to the drive specifications page. here, youll be able to select your operating

system for your motherboard chipset model, build date, version of motherboard chipset, and the presence of networking devices like a lan card and/or modem. the specifics of your system will be
determined here and results returned.
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you can play blu-ray discs and dvd/cd discs on the bdr-xs06. the bdr-xs06 burner is compatible with windows xp, vista, and windows 7. it provides some of the best blu-ray playback experience. its power
burner function allows you to easily burn blu-ray discs on a cd/dvd in a simple way with less effort. you can write 20 layers of blu-ray discs with the support of bdxl discs. the core memory supplied is good
enough to support 128gb quad-layer discs. you may be wondering how bdr-xs06 burner is better than other blu-ray disc players in your hands. the bdr-xs06 slim slot portable usb 3.0 bd/dvd/cd burner is

the next generation blu-ray disc burner from pioneer. the bdr-xs06 has a smooth slot loading mechanism and its silver color matches well with macbook computers. corel toast lite is included which allows
users to burn their valuable files to cd, dvd and blu-ray disc. this drive allows users to watch blu-ray disc titles and author high-definition blu-ray disc content (software not included)1. the drive supports

the bdxl format. bdxl supports 128gb quad layer and 100gb triple layer blu-ray media. the bdr-xs06 can read bd-rom discs, read/write to single, dual, triple, & quad layer bd-r discs, and is backward
compatible to read and write to dvd and cd formats. the bdr-xs06 drive is usb powered so no ac adapter is necessary. as you are here, you must have known that the bdr-xs06 blu-ray disc drive is

primarily targeted for macbook users. it is indeed a perfect solution if you own macbook with the slot, however, if you are wondering whether the same is also true for other pcs, the answer is that the
second generation of blu-ray disc drives, including the bdr-xs06, has been developed mainly for macbook owners as they are the first ones who really need it. also, the main reason for using the bdr-xs06
in macbook is that it is very neat , but also very expensive. the goal of the bdr-xs06 was to give a touch screen to the usually much older macbook users, but the fact that macbook users do get up to the

macbook pro 6, there wasn't much of a market. 5ec8ef588b
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